MODEL ASC8013
SERVICE CART WITH
LOCKING TOP & DRAWER
PARTS BREAKDOWN AND OPERATING MANUAL

THIS OPERATING MANUAL
CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY
INFORMATION. READ CAREFULLY
AND UNDERSTAND ALL
INFORMATION BEFORE
OPERATING TOOL. SAVE THIS
MANUAL FOR FUTURE USE.

PARTS LIST
Chrome Legs (2)

Drawer Support Side Panels (2)

Bottom Drawer

Keys (Attached to Drawer Lock)

10mm Nuts, Washers & Bolts
(8 Pcs. Each)

14mm Nuts, Washers & Bolts
(8 Pcs. Each)

(With Inserts Installed)

Drawer Support Back Panel

Locking Casters (2)

Locking Drawer Assembly

TOOLS NEEDED

Non-Locking Casters (2)

Drawer
Handle

Rubber Mallet

14mm Wrench

10mm Wrench

Ratchet with 14mm
and 10mm sockets

Adjustable
Wrench

Phillips Head
Screwdriver

Drawer
Spacer
Locking Top Assembly
Drawer
Handle
Screws (6)
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Locking
Top Assy.

Step 1: Assembly preparation.
Clear table top and set locking top assembly on table
right side up. Position the locking top assembly so
the right side hangs off the table enough to expose
the square holes so the chrome legs can go through.
Insert one set of chrome legs through the 4 holes as
shown in figure 1.

Chrome
Legs

Table

Locking
Top Assy.

2.
Step 2: Connecting the locking top assembly
to the chrome legs.
On right side of cart, line up holes in top tray with
holes in the top of the chrome legs. Position a
washer, and insert a 10mm bolt through the washer
and holes. Attach inside with another washer and
nut. Repeat step 2 with remaining holes on right side
of cart.

Chrome
Legs

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for left side of cart.
Table

3.

Sliding Drawer
Side Panels

Step 3: Connecting the sliding drawer side
supports to the locking top assembly.
Before executing this step refer to figure 3.2 to make
sure you are putting the correct drawer support side
panel on the correct side.
 
NOTE: The locking drawer assembly will not
stay in place if the drawer support side panels
are put on incorrectly.
Insert a 14mm bolt through the left front side of the
drawer support side panel first and then up through
drawer spacer into hole in the locking top assembly.
Hand tighten the bolt. Repeat on right front side.
Once the drawer support side panels are attached
to the front of the locking top assembly, continue
to Step 4.

Locking
Top Assy.

Drawer
Spacer

Be sure these
holes are at the
back of the cart

14mm
Bolt
Side Panel Left
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Step 4: Connecting the sliding drawer back
support to the locking top assembly.
Insert a 14mm bolt down through back left hole
in the locking top assembly, through the left hole
in the drawer support back panel, and finally through
the hole in the left drawer support side panel. Hand
tighten the bolt. Repeat for the back right side.

4.

Locking
Top Assy.

14mm
Bolt

Side Panel Left

The locking top assembly, drawer supports 
and drawer spacer should now all be 
successfully connected.

Side Panel Back

Step 5: Connecting the bottom tray to the
chrome legs.
Pick up entire cart and place on top of the bottom
tray. Line up holes in bottom tray with holes in
chrome legs. Choose an aligned hole, position a
washer, and insert 10mm bolt through the washer
and hole. Attach inside with another washer and 
nut. Hand tighten. Repeat with all remaining 
aligned holes.

Bottom Tray

Step 6: Tighten all bolts.
At this point all bolts should be tightened. Tighten
bolts opposite each other rather than tightening all
bolts on one side first.
Step 7: Attaching handle to locking 
drawer assembly.
Insert the 4 drawer handle screws through
the holes in the back of the drawer and tighten 
with screwdriver.
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MODEL ASC8013
SERVICE CART WITH
LOCKING TOP & DRAWER
PARTS BREAKDOWN

8.

Step 8: Inserting locking drawer assembly 
into the cart.
Before inserting the drawer into the service cart,
make sure the roller bearing case is extended all
the way out to the black plastic end stop. This will
ensure proper alignment during insertion. Hold the
roller bearing case in place while inserting the drawer.
If necessary, adjust the drawer rails to allow the drawer
to slide on smoothly. DO NOT FORCE THE DRAWER
ONTO THE SLIDE RAILS.
Step 9: Attaching casters.
With the keys provided, lock both the locking top
assembly and the locking drawer assembly. This will
prevent the drawer and top from opening when you
turn the cart upside down to attach the casters. Once
the top and drawers are locked, turn the cart upside
down so the legs are facing up and you can see the
plastic inserts where the casters will be inserted. Insert
the stem of the caster into the hole in the plastic insert.
Using the rubber mallet, hammer the casters in place
until the stem is no longer visible. Repeat with the other
three casters. NOTE: Make sure both locking casters
are either on the right hand side or left hand side of
the cart. Once all casters are installed, stand the cart
upright. Assembly is complete.

9.
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Replacement Parts
Item

Part #

# Req’d

2
RSSC7
2
3
RSSCPLW
2
4
RSSCPW
2
5
RSSCPP1
1
6
RSSCPHK
1
			

Description
Chrome Leg/ea.
Locking Caster/ea.
Non-Locking Caster/ea.
Set of 4 Plastic Inserts
Bolt Kit (Incl. 8 ea. of 10mm and 14mm
bolts, washers, nuts and 4 screws)

Also Available
RS8006HDL		
RS8006HDLB		
RS8006LK		
RS8006LK2		
			
RSRBSLIDEC-2		
RSDET8PK		
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Chrome Drawer Handle
Black Drawer Handle
Drawer Lock with Keys
Matching Locks with Keys
for Drawer and Top/pr.
Clip-On Roller Bearing Slides/pr.
Detents for Slide/8pk.

Arcan Professional Tools Customer Service
1 800-879-7316
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